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Mike Palmer, Citadel Risk

A growing nervousness around the credit-
worthiness of  some sovereigns—a worry 

compounded by some high-profile downgrades 
this year—has meant opportunities for Citadel 
Risk, which will often front deals, giving 
business partners the benefit of  its A- financial 
strength rating from AM Best.

Mike Palmer, director of  Citadel Risk 
Services, said the company is fielding a growing 
number of  enquiries on this basis. He stresses 
that the companies they are working with could 
be very strong financially but get penalised by 
the rating of  the country they are based in.

“Since the 2008 financial crisis, rating 
agencies seem to have raised their standards 
around sovereigns and there have been some 
downgrades, sometimes purely as a consequence 
of  a sovereign rating” Palmer said. “This has 
had a knock-on effect with some insurers and 
reinsurers being constrained by this in terms of  
their ability to secure a high rating. 

“One way around this is to use a company 
like us to front a deal, offering an A- rating in the 

process. We are seeing a lot of  opportunities come 
out of  countries with specific ratings issues.”

Palmer adds that a similar dynamic is also 
leading to opportunities for the company to 
front deals relating to captives. Where such an 
entity is not rated, there are sometimes specific 
reasons companies need instead to cede risk to 
a rated entity as opposed to an unrated captive.

“It could be because it is a requirement of  
a funding deal with a bank, or it might be due 
to a regulatory issue. Whatever the reason, we 
can front a deal before retroceding it back into 
a captive,” he said.

Such deals are also becoming more common 
because of  the more general growth in the use 
of  captives in many parts of  the world. 

“A lot more people are forming and owning 
captives and using this as one of  their risk transfer 
tools,” Palmer said. “It is slightly counterintuitive 
that this would be the case in such a soft market but 
more companies are using them and some, for a 
variety of  reasons, prefer to have rated reinsurance 
protection sitting in front of  that vehicle. 

Sovereign downgrades offer opportunities
Pressure on the ratings of many sovereigns in recent years 
has created demand for fronting arrangements from re/
insurers based in some of those markets, Mike Palmer 
from Citadel Risk, explains to Intelligent Insurer. 

“More companies are using 
captives and some, for a 
variety of reasons, prefer 
to have rated reinsurance 
protection sitting in front of 
that vehicle.”

“We are seeing more of  those kinds of  
deals, which are also very quick and cost-
effective to do. Not many captives are rated so 
where the client needs that security, it opens up 
opportunities for us.” n

Mike Palmer is a director of Citadel Risk Services. 
He can be contacted at: mike.palmer@citadelrisk.com 
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